
RECREATION
Play in any Season



Common Building Types

Atlas
Available from 24' - 108' Wide

The Atlas Building Series defines the traditional look of fabric covered buildings. Popular 
applications include barns, implement and equipment storage, commercial warehouses 
and storage buildings.

Genesis
Available from 80’ - 200’  Wide

The Genesis Building Series is well suited to a variety of commercial and industrial 
applications, including salt and sand storage buildings, manufacturing facilities, 
warehousing, dairy barns and equine riding arenas. With a clear span interior, Genesis 
buildings offer a large amount of covered but unobstructed space for your operations.

Epic
Available from 80’ - 120’  Wide

The Epic Building Series has the look of a traditional building and all the benefits of a 
fabric building: natural light, superior ventilation, and no interior columns. A popular style 
for dairy buildings, the Epic’s straight wall design offers flexibility of door locations and 
sidewall features.



Hockey Rinks 
A fabric structures is perfect for a hockey 
rink, whether you want to cover your 
outdoor rink or construct an arena.

Right Price
With a price that rivals traditional 
recreational buildings, you can 
afford to invest in a building with 
low operating costs. 

Safety Firsty
With a fully engineered 
fabric building, your patrons 
are safe while at play in your 
reliable structure.

Spacious Interiors
No internal posts means 
you can maximize your area 
of up to 300 feet wide as a 
welcoming environment.

Courts and Fields  
The possibilities for our fabric structures 
are endless — tennis, basketball, 
volleyball, batting cages, and more!

Gymnasiums  
Place treadmills or weight equipment, 
convert it into an indoor track, or set  
up a gymnastics or yoga studio with  
this wide exteriors.

The Ideal Choice 

Benefits



•  Design mezzanine floor for overhead 
viewing area for fans

•  Add controlled features including heating, 
lighting, insulation, and ventilation

•  Insert customized windows for added 
natural light

•  Install an interior vapour barrier to reduce 
moisture throughout entire building
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